Building an optimal image reference library is a critical step in developing the interactive computeraided detection and diagnosis ͑I-CAD͒ systems of medical images using content-based image retrieval ͑CBIR͒ schemes. In this study, the authors conducted two experiments to investigate ͑1͒ the relationship between I-CAD performance and size of reference library and ͑2͒ a new reference selection strategy to optimize the library and improve I-CAD performance. The authors assembled a reference library that includes 3153 regions of interest ͑ROI͒ depicting either malignant masses ͑1592͒ or CAD-cued false-positive regions ͑1561͒ and an independent testing data set including 200 masses and 200 false-positive regions. A CBIR scheme using a distance-weighted K-nearest neighbor algorithm is applied to retrieve references that are considered similar to the testing sample from the library. The area under receiver operating characteristic curve ͑A z ͒ is used as an index to evaluate the I-CAD performance. In the first experiment, the authors systematically increased reference library size and tested I-CAD performance. The result indicates that scheme performance improves initially from A z = 0.715 to 0.874 and then plateaus when the library size reaches approximately half of its maximum capacity. In the second experiment, based on the hypothesis that a ROI should be removed if it performs poorly compared to a group of similar ROIs in a large and diverse reference library, the authors applied a new strategy to identify "poorly effective" references. By removing 174 identified ROIs from the reference library, I-CAD performance significantly increases to A z = 0.914 ͑p Ͻ 0.01͒. The study demonstrates that increasing reference library size and removing poorly effective references can significantly improve I-CAD performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the clinical practice of medical image reading and interpretation, radiologists often refer to and compare the similar cases with previously verified results in their decision making of detection and diagnosis. Clinically similar cases can be retrieved from radiologists' brains ͑previous experience͒ and available image databases. Advances in digital technologies for computing, networking, and database storage have enabled the automated searching for clinically relevant and visually similar references in large medical image databases. The development of content-based image retrieval ͑CBIR͒ technology and schemes has therefore attracted wide research interest in medical imaging research areas. 1, 2 For example, to assist radiologists reading and interpreting screening mammograms, researchers have made significant progress during the last 20 years in developing computeraided detection and diagnosis ͑CAD͒ schemes to detect and classify breast abnormalities ͑i.e., masses and microcalcification clusters͒ depicted on digitized and digital mammograms. 3 Current commercialized CAD systems cue ͑highlight͒ CAD-identified suspicious masses and microcalcification clusters on the images. Although using CAD improves radiologists' efficiency in searching for and detecting microcalcification clusters and may help radiologists detect more cancers associated with malignant microcalcifications, 4 the majority of CAD-cued false-negative cancers associated with malignant masses are discarded by radiologists as falsepositives in the clinical environment 5, 6 because of ͑1͒ the relatively low performance of CAD schemes in mass detection ͑i.e., higher false-positive rate͒ and ͑2͒ the inability of current systems to explain the reasoning of the CAD decision making. As a result, the clinical benefit of using current commercialized CAD systems is still under debate and test. 7, 8 To increase radiologists' confidence in CAD-cued suspicious breast masses depicted on mammograms, a number of interactive computer-aided detection and diagnosis ͑I-CAD͒ schemes and workstations have been recently developed, tested, and reported by several research groups. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] An I-CAD system aims to provide interactive capability between radiologists and CAD schemes and it includes a reference image library with a set of regions of interest ͑ROI͒ depicting verified cases ͑either malignant lesions or benign and CAD-cued false-positive lesions͒. Once the radiologist queries a region that depicts a suspicious breast lesion, the I-CAD scheme extracts ͑or segment͒ the suspicious lesion and generates a likelihood ͑detection͒ score of the queried region depicting a true-positive ͑or malignant͒ lesion based on the comparison with a set of similar lesions that are automatically retrieved from the reference library. Then, the detection score and the similar reference regions are displayed in the I-CAD workstation to provide radiologists with a "visual aid" to support clinical decision making. For this purpose, different CBIR schemes have been investigated and tested in developing I-CAD systems. For examples, to search for similar reference mass regions, some have employed the pixel value based information-theoretic similarity measures ͑e.g., mutual information͒, 13 while others have used distance ͑e.g., Euclidean distance͒ weighted similarity measures based on a multiple-feature space. 14, 16 Since the performance of I-CAD systems using CBIR schemes should be assessed using both detection or classification accuracy ͑selecting clinically relevant reference ROIs͒ and radiologists' confidence in accepting I-CAD results in their decision making ͑selecting visually-similar ROIs͒, some research groups have focused on improving scheme performance measured by the area under receiver operating characteristic ͑ROC͒ curve in classification between true-positive and false-positive lesions, 13, 14 while others have investigated methods to improve and assess visual similarity of the selected reference regions to the queried lesions. 15, 16 The reference library is one of the most important components in a CBIR-based I-CAD system. In the previous studies, the sizes of reference libraries varied widely from 57 ͑Ref. 12͒ to 3000 suspicious mass regions. 16 Although a recent study reported that using an entropy-based index could reduce the size of reference library and computational cost of a mutual information based CBIR scheme while maintaining overall CAD performance, 17 a number of important issues related to the optimization of reference library and its impact on I-CAD performance have not currently been fully investigated. In this study we assembled a relatively large and diverse image reference library as well as an independent testing data set with pathology-verified breast masses and CAD-cued false-positive mass regions. Then we conducted two experiments. The first one investigates the relationship between the increase of reference library size and I-CAD performance in classification between true-positive and falsepositive masses. The second experiment develops and tests a new reference selection strategy ͑method͒ for building an optimal reference library ͑i.e., by identifying and removing a small fraction of "poorly effective" or "regionally misfitted" reference samples͒ and tested the potential improvement of I-CAD performance. These two experiments aim to help us better understand ͑1͒ whether using a randomly selected small reference library can achieve comparable testing performance of I-CAD scheme as using a randomly selected large reference library, ͑2͒ whether arbitrarily increasing reference library size ͑unconditionally accepting new labeled samples͒ can keep improving I-CAD performance, and ͑3͒ whether identifying and removing poorly effective ROIs from the reference library can achieve improved and robust results when applying I-CAD scheme to the independent testing data sets.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. A reference library and a testing data set
From a large and diverse image database of digitized mammograms that has been previously established in the Imaging Research Center, Department of Radiology, University of Pittsburgh, we extracted 3553 ROIs that depict either pathology-verified malignant masses ͑1792͒ and CAD-cued false-positive mass regions ͑1761͒ in this study. The basic image characteristics ͑including the distribution of mass size and subjectively rated subtleness͒ of our mammographic image database have been reported in our previous studies. 18, 19 For each verified mass region, a computer scheme including the combination of a multilayer topographic region growth algorithm 20 and an active contour algorithm 16 is applied to segment and define the mass region boundary contour. The automated segmentation result is visually examined by the experienced observers and manually corrected if an obvious error of automated segmentation is observed. The boundary contours of all CAD-cued false-positive mass regions are automatically detected by the CAD scheme without any manual modification. After region segmentation, the computer scheme automatically computes and generates a feature vector that includes a set of 36 morphological and intensitydistribution related image features to represent each selected suspicious mass region ͑including either a true-positive mass or a CAD-cued false-positive region͒. In this feature vector, nine features are computed from the whole breast area depicted on one digitized mammogram ͑"global" features͒ and the remaining 27 features are computed from the segmented mass region and its surrounding background tissue ͑"local" features͒. We then computed the mean ͑͒ and the standard deviation ͑͒ of each feature from all 3553 selected suspicious mass regions in the image data set. The interval ͓ −3 , +3͔ of each feature is normalized between 0 and 1. Any feature values falling outside the interval range ͑outli-ers͒ are assigned to either 0 ͑Ͻ −3͒ or 1 ͑Ͼ +3͒. A detailed description ͑including the definition and computational method for each of the features͒ has been reported elsewhere. 19 From the initially selected 3553 ROIs in the image database, we randomly selected 400 ROIs to create an independent testing data set. Of these 400 ROIs, 200 ROIs depict 
II.B. A computer scheme to search for similar reference images
In our CBIR scheme a set of image features is used to represent image content. In our previous studies several distance weighted K-nearest neighbor ͑KNN͒ algorithms have been investigated and tested to search for similar mass regions from the reference library, which include the KNN algorithms based on weighted Euclidean distance 19 and nonlinear learned distance metrics. 21 In this study we used the CBIR scheme with the linear distance-weighted KNN algorithm to investigate the relationship between the quality of reference library and I-CAD performance.
Using the KNN algorithm, similarity is measured by the distance ͑d͒ between a queried mass region ͑y q ͒ and each of reference regions ͑x i ͒ in a multidimensional ͑n͒ feature ͑f͒ space
A smaller distance indicates a higher degree of "similarity" between two compared regions. The algorithm selects the K regions that are most similar to the queried mass region from the reference library. A detection score ͑representing the probability of the queried region being a true-positive mass͒ is computed as
where w i =1/d͑y q , x i ͒ 2 ͑a distance weight͒, w i TP and w j FP are the distance weight for the true-positive ͑i͒ and false-positive ͑j͒ mass region, respectively, N is the number of verified true-positive ͑TP͒ mass regions, M is the number of CADcued false-positive ͑FP͒ regions, and N + M = K.
In our previous study we have applied a genetic algorithm ͑GA͒ to define an optimal topology for the KNN algorithm including the selection of a specific set of features and an optimal number of reference regions ͑neighbors͒. From the initial feature pool of 36 global and local image features and using the area under ROC curve ͑A z value͒ as the fitness criterion of GA ͑or the classification performance index to assess KNN performance͒, the GA selects a set of 14 image features ͑n =14͒ and 15 nearest neighbors ͑K =15͒ to build an optimal KNN algorithm based CBIR scheme. The detailed description of GA optimization process and the list of 14 selected features have been reported in our previous study. 19 In order to improve visual similarity between the queried mass region and KNN-selected reference regions, three boundary conditions on the difference of region size ͑area͒, circularity, and boundary margin spiculation level between a queried region ͑A q , C q , and S q ͒ and a reference region ͑A r , C r , and S r ͒ are also implemented in the KNN algorithm, which are: ͑1͒ ͉A r − A q ͉ / A q Յ 1/3, ͑2͒ ͉C r − C q ͉ Յ 0.15, and ͑3͒ S q = S r . As a result, this KNN-based CBIR scheme is restricted to select "similar" regions, each of which has a reasonably comparable size, an overall similar shape, and the same computed boundary spiculation level. 16 Using these three conditions, our two previous observer preference studies demonstrate that visual similarity of automated selected reference regions is significantly ͑p Ͻ 0.01͒ improved over the scheme without these restrictions in searching for similar reference regions. 16, 19 
II.C. The relationship between reference library size and I-CAD performance
We conducted two experiments in this study. The first one aims to evaluate I-CAD performance as a function of the number of available reference regions ͑the size of reference library͒. In this experiment, we first separately and randomly divided 1592 true-positive and 1561 false-positive mass regions in the original reference library into five exclusive partitions. Each partition has approximately the same number of reference regions ͑i.e., 318 true-positive mass regions and 312 false-positive ROIs͒. We then investigated and tested the I-CAD performance by systematically increasing the size of reference library from using two partitions ͑one for truepositives and one for false-positives͒ to all ten partitions ͑five for true-positives and five for false-positives͒. As a result, a total of five reference libraries are built for this experiment ͑Table I͒. For each of the five steps to increase the size of reference library, 400 suspicious mass regions ͑200 truepositive and 200 false-positive͒ from an independent testing data set are used as query ͑testing͒ mass regions to assess I-CAD performance. For each testing mass region, a detection score is computed by the I-CAD scheme using Eq. ͑2͒ as described above. Using the detection scores for all 400 testing regions as a summary index, we computed and plotted the ROC curve using the publicly available ROCFIT software. 22 The area under the ROC curve ͑A z value͒ is used as a performance index to assess I-CAD performance in classifying between true-positive and false-positive mass regions ͑the selection of clinically relevant and visually similar reference ROIs͒. In this experiment, five A z values and the corresponding standard deviations are computed as we increase the size of the reference library from two partitions ͑630 ROIs͒ to ten partitions ͑3153 ROIs͒. We plot the distribution diagram between the size of reference library ͑x axis͒ and the computed A z values ͑y axis͒. As the size of reference library increases, the statistically significant difference ͑two-tailed p value͒ between two adjacent A z values is also computed.
To investigate whether the number of features used in the CBIR scheme affects the relationship between the I-CAD performance and the increase of reference library size, we repeated this experiment three times by selecting 8, 10, and 12 features from the original 14 features. In each experiment, we iteratively selected a subset of specific features ͑e.g., 8͒ until the maximum I-CAD performance is reached when using all available 3153 reference ROIs. We then computed I-CAD performance ͑A z values͒ by changing reference library size. The results of performance changes are tabulated and compared.
II.D. Improving I-CAD performance by building a more effective reference library
Since including redundant and noisy reference samples ͑e.g., ROIs with low entropy values 17 ͒ in the image reference library can both increase the computational cost and reduce I-CAD performance in classification between true-positive and false-positive masses, the second experiment of this study aims to develop a new reference selection strategy ͑method͒ to identify the poorly effective reference ROIs and remove them from the reference library. Then we investigated and tested whether I-CAD performance could be significantly improved by using the "optimal" reference library and the same independent testing data set.
Our hypothesis for identifying a poorly effective reference ROI is that the local neighborhood of such a ROI is typically inconsistent with its label. In other words, a poorly effective ROI tends to superficially resemble ROIs of the wrong class within a large and diverse reference library. Hence, these are regionally misfitted ROIs. Based on this hypothesis, we used the original reference library including all available 3153 ROIs and employed a leave-one-out cross-validation method 23 to identify and remove poorly effective ROIs. Specifically, we selected each ROI stored in the reference library, in turn, as a queried region and searched for similar reference ROIs among the remaining 3152 ROIs in the reference library ͑excluding the queried region itself͒ and computed the detection score of this queried ROI ͑the likelihood of the ROI depicting a true-positive mass͒. We repeated this process for all of 3153 ROIs in the reference library. Then, we set up two thresholds on the detection scores to identify poorly effective ROIs ͑one for true-positive and one for false-positive mass regions͒. These two thresholds are not correlated and can be independently selected. A queried ROI that depicts a true-positive mass is considered a poorly effective ROI if its detection score is smaller than the first threshold, while a poorly effective false-positive ROI is identified if its detection score is larger than the second threshold. These identified poorly effective ROIs are generally surrounded by the opposite class of ROIs ͑i.e., the most of similar neighbors of a "true-positive" ROI are actual falsepositive ROIs͒. We then investigated the selection of these two threshold values to identify and remove the poorly effective ROIs from the reference library and the trend of changing these threshold values to the I-CAD performance. We also compared the difference between I-CAD performance achieved in this experiment and the "maximum" performance obtained in the first experiment. 
III. RESULTS
In the first experiment, five ROC curves of the testing data set are computed as the size of reference library increases ͑as shown in Fig. 1͒ . Figure 2 Table II͒. In the second experiment, we selected four sets of threshold values for true-positive and false-positive mass regions as shown in Table III . The table also summarizes: ͑1͒ the number of ROIs ͑including both true-positive and falsepositive͒ retained in the reference library after removing the poorly effective reference regions, ͑2͒ the performance of I-CAD scheme on the same independent testing data set ͑in-cluding A z values and the corresponding standard deviations͒, and ͑3͒ the computed two-tailed P value between each new ROC curve after applying a pair of thresholds to remove a fraction of poorly effective reference ROIs and the ROC curve generated from the original reference library with a total of 3153 ROIs. The results indicate that as we remove a fraction of poorly effective ROIs from the reference library, the I-CAD performance significantly improves ͑p Ͻ 0.01͒ as shown in Table III . The maximum performance of I-CAD scheme in this experiment is achieved by setting the two threshold values to be 0.15 for true-positive mass regions and 0.85 for false-positive regions, respectively. Using this pair of thresholds, a total of 5.5% ͑174 out of 3153͒ ROIs are identified as poorly effective ROIs ͑including 85 truepositive regions and 89 false-positive regions͒. By removing these 174 ROIs from the reference library, 74 false-positive regions and 61 true-positive regions in the testing data set exhibit no change in their detection scores. However, the detection scores of 265 testing ROIs ͑66% of 400͒ are changed, which indicates that removing these 174 poorly effective ROIs changes at least one of the 15 similar reference ROIs selected for each of these 265 testing ROIs. Figure 3 shows the histogram of the detection score changes and demonstrates that more false-positive mass regions tend to reduce detection scores, while more true-positive mass regions tend to increase detection scores. Specifically, the average detection scores are 0.634 and 0.267 for 200 true-positive and 200 false-positive testing regions using the original reference library, respectively. By removing the 174 poorly effective reference ROIs, the two average detection scores are changed to 0.684 for true-positive testing regions ͑7.9% increase͒ and 0.252 for false-positive testing regions ͑5.6% decrease͒. Compared to the original reference library with 3153 ROIs ͑as shown in the first experiment͒, using this new library with 2979 reference ROIs significantly improves I-CAD performance ͑p Ͻ 0.01͒ by increasing the A z value from 0.872± 0.017 to 0.914± 0.012 ͑as shown in Fig. 4͒ . Table IV summarizes and compares I-CAD performance after we applied the same thresholds ͑0.15 for true-positive masses and 0.85 for false-positive regions͒ to identify and remove poorly effective ROIs in five reference libraries as shown in Table I . The results show that while removing the fraction of poorly effective ROIs improves I-CAD performance, I-CAD performance still improves as reference li- brary size increases. Hence, in order to achieve optimal performance of I-CAD systems that use CBIR schemes, one should first increase the size of the reference library and then identify and remove the poorly effective ROIs.
IV. DISCUSSION
Current CAD schemes for medical images are typically trained using a global based machine learning method ͑e.g., an artificial neural network͒ that generates a single function hypothesis ͑global approximation͒ that covers the entire instance space and all future testing cases. It is well known that increasing the size and diversity of the training data set generally improves the performance and robustness of these CAD schemes when applying to the independent testing data set. 24 However, I-CAD systems that use CBIR schemes and allow interaction between radiologists and computer schemes use local instance-based machine learning methods and share two common characteristics. First, they are lazy learning methods in that the decision of how to generalize beyond the training data is deferred until a new query ͑in-stance͒ is observed. Second, the new query is classified by analyzing a small set of similar instances while ignoring others that are quite different from the query. 25 Although a CBIR scheme may more effectively use a richer hypothesis space by generating many local functions that are combined to form its implicit global approximation to the target function, the disadvantages of the instance-based learning method may make CBIR scheme more sensitive to the local image noise ͑poorly effective references͒. As a result, building effective and concise reference libraries ͑data reduction͒ for local instance-based machine learning systems has attracted wide research interests in the field of computational intelligence 26, 27 including developing CBIR schemes of mammograms. 17 In this study we assembled a larger image reference library compared to the previously reported studies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and an independent testing data set. Using this reference library and testing data set, we systematically investigated the relationship between reference library size and I-CAD performance. We also developed a straightforward reference selection method to improve I-CAD performance by identifying and removing a fraction of poorly effective references. I-CAD performance is evaluated based on an independent and relatively large testing data set in this study, which substantially reduces the testing bias and improves the robustness of the testing results. The results of our first experiment ͑Figs. 1 and 2͒ show that as the size of the reference library increases, the I-CAD performance in classification between true-positive and falsepositive mass regions significantly improves ͑p Ͻ 0.01͒ with the area under ROC curve increasing monotonically before it reaches the maximum performance level ͑plateaus͒. Although the number of features used in the CBIR scheme affects the I-CAD performance level, the trend of I-CAD performance with increasing reference library size remains the same ͑as shown in Table II͒ , which suggests that such a trend is largely independent of the number of features used in the multifeature based CBIR scheme. This finding indicates that initially adding more reference ROIs increases the signal-to-noise ratio of database and as the signal-to-noise ratio gradually plateaus, arbitrarily increasing the size of the image reference library does not further improve I-CAD performance. Hence, although in the current field of medical imaging the number of available clinical images ͑or examinations͒ quickly increases with advances in digital imaging and computing technologies and systems, adding new clinical images ͑or examinations͒ into the reference library is an important and difficult issue that affects the performance of CBIR schemes. Researchers have recognized that more so- phisticated reference selection strategies should be investigated and developed to solve this difficult issue. 17 We investigated in this study a simple strategy to identify the poorly effective ROIs and removed them from the reference library. The proposed hypothesis of that a new incoming ROI should be removed if it performs poorly by comparing it to a group of the similar ROIs in a large and diverse reference library has been successfully validated in our second experiment using the independent testing data set. Due to the use of local instance-based machine learning method, the poorly effective ROIs identified by the CBIR schemes are not the outliers of the global database ͑reference library͒. Whether a reference ROI is considered poorly effective is determined by only a limited number of its nearest neighbors ͑e.g., 15 in this study͒. Specifically, a poorly effective ROI is dominantly surrounded by the opposite ͑wrong͒ class of ROIs ͑e.g., a true-positive ROI surrounded by a group of false-positive ROIs͒. It is a regionally misfitted ROI. Unlike the outliers identified in the global database, the poorly effective ROIs identified by the CBIR schemes can widely spread in the different locations of the multidimensional feature space domain ͑e.g., 14 dimensions in this study͒. As a result, removing these poorly effective ROIs has much more impact in the testing data set than removing the global outliers in which the most of testing ROIs will not select the outliers as the similar reference ROIs.
We recognize that a poorly effective reference ROI identified by the CBIR scheme can represent either a subtle case ͑quite different from the most of the typical cases acquired from the routine examinations͒ or a noisy ROI with distorted image content ͑e.g., computed features͒. To avoid or minimize the risk of removing subtle cases in building a concise and effective reference library, it is critical to start with an initially large and diverse image reference library. In other words, including more diverse and subtle cases in the original reference library reduces the probability of the subtle true-positive cases being dominantly surrounded by a group of "typical" K false-positive ROIs ͑e.g., K = 15 in this study͒ in an optimized multidimensional ͑feature͒ space domain. In this study, we assembled a large reference library involving 3153 ROIs that were extracted from different image categories with diverse image characteristics ͑including the masses that are depicted on the images acquired from the "current," "prior," and false-negative examinations, and the falsepositive regions that are detected by CAD scheme from positive, recalled, and screening negative examinations 28 ͒. Hence, we reduce the probability of a subtle true-positive mass being dominantly surrounded by K false-positive ROIs in our reference library. We also recognize that visual subtleness of mass regions is a subjective concept with large interreader variability 16 and using combination of a set of computed image features may not accurately correlate to the level of visual subtleness. Because the computed image features are affected by the image noise depicted on the original digitized mammograms and mass region segmentation error, our data analysis shows the large image feature variation of the poorly effective ROIs removed from the reference library. Although we conjecture that the identified poorly effective ROIs are mainly noisy and distorted reference samples due to variety of errors in image acquisition techniques and image processing methods ͑including mass segmentation error͒, we cannot rule out the possibility of that some of the removed ROIs are truly subtle cases. How to effectively remove noisy ͑distorted͒ reference ROIs while avoiding or minimizing the risk of removing subtle cases is an important and unsolved issue in building the concise and effective reference libraries used in CBIR schemes. Further research is needed to investigate this issue and find the optimal solution. Despite this limitation of our preliminary study, the testing results are encouraging. In particular, by repeating experiment one using the CBIR scheme with different number of features ͑as shown in Table II͒ and experiment two by identifying and removing poorly effective ROIs from five reference libraries with different sizes ͑as shown in Table  IV͒ , we demonstrate the generalizability of ͑1͒ the trend between the I-CAD performance and the increase of reference library size and ͑2͒ the effectiveness of the proposed reference selection strategy ͑removing poorly effective reference ROIs͒ to improve I-CAD performance.
Two typical types of CBIR schemes have been developed and extensively tested in I-CAD schemes of mammograms. One uses multi-image features and distance-weighted KNN algorithm and the other uses an information-theoretic ͑IT͒ based template matching scheme to search for the similar reference images ͑or ROIs͒. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. First, lesion ͑including breast mass͒ segmentation is always a very difficult task and its result substantially affects the accuracy of computed image features. Hence, due to the lack of a reliable ͑or robust͒ algorithm for segmenting masses surrounded and overlapped by complex ͑e.g., heterogeneously dense͒ breast tissues using two-dimensional ͑projective͒ mammograms, many of previous studies used the semiautomated method with manual correction to segment identified mass regions with fuzzy boundary in an attempt to improve accuracy of computed image features representing image content. 14, 19 Due to large inter- reader variability in segmentation of lesion boundary contours, 29 semiautomated segmentation can substantially reduce but not eliminate segmentation errors. Using IT-based template matching schemes can avoid the difficulty and error of lesion segmentation. However, the performance of these schemes is affected by the selection of ROI size and the number of histogram bins ͑i.e., using mutual information based template matching͒. 30 When ROIs with fixed size ͓i.e., 512ϫ 512 pixels ͑Ref. 13͔͒ are used, the similarity of ROIs depicting small masses may also largely depend on the similarity of the surrounding normal breast tissues rather than mass content. Second, computational efficiency is another important factor that determines the clinical utility of the I-CAD systems in assisting radiologists to interpret and diagnose medical images. Because all image features that represent reference ROIs are precomputed ͑off-line͒, the CBIR scheme using a multifeature based KNN algorithm can be executed to search for the similar reference ROIs, compute the detection score, and display the results in I-CAD workstation in real time. 16 IT-based CBIR schemes are more computationally expensive because each reference image ͑ROI͒ must be processed pixel-by-pixel on-line, which makes interactive use by radiologists difficult. Therefore, due to the limitations of both types of CBIR schemes, more investigation and development is needed to more accurately segment lesions ͑or determine ROI size͒, extract effective image features ͑or content͒, increase computational efficiency, and assemble an optimal reference library.
In addition, we believe that the size and diversity are the two most important factors to determine the effectiveness of reference library ͑database͒ used in the CBIR schemes. Due to the large variability of breast masses depicted on clinical ͑screening and diagnostic͒ mammograms, without a sufficiently large size, one cannot build a diverse database. However, the large size does not guarantee the diversity of the database. How to objectively and reliably assess the diversity of the reference libraries is another difficult and unsolved issue in the optimization of CBIR schemes. In our future study we will focus to develop and compare different methods and criteria to assess database diversity. Then, we will investigate how the diversity level of the database affects the size of the optimal reference libraries used in CBIR schemes.
V. CONCLUSION
The quality or effectiveness of the image reference library plays a critical role in developing I-CAD systems using CBIR schemes. Assembling and evaluating an optimal reference library remains a difficult technical challenge in this area. In this study, we conducted two experiments to investigate ͑1͒ the relationship between the size of reference library and I-CAD performance in classification between truepositive and false-positive breast masses and ͑2͒ the possibility of improving I-CAD performance by identifying and removing a small number of poorly effective reference ROIs using a new proposed reference selection strategy. The experimental results indicate that in order to build a highly and robustly performed CBIR scheme, one first needs to assemble a large and diverse reference library. Once the size of the reference library reaches a level at which the performance of the CBIR scheme plateaus, continuing to add arbitrary references into the library will typically not help to further improve scheme performance. In order to improve performance of CBIR schemes, it is important to identify and remove poorly effective reference regions from the library and to examine the effectiveness of each new incoming image sample before depositing it to the reference library.
